
Dash Sentence
Examples
1. John—always the optimist—believeswe can still win the game.

2. The cake—which was chocolate—looked delicious.

3. Shewanted one thing from the store—candy.

4. The museum exhibit—once a small collection—has grown immensely

over the years.

5. My best friend—whom I've known since kindergarten—ismoving away.

6. He gaveme his number—555-0123—and toldme to call.

7. The book—which is on the top shelf—ismy favorite.

8. I have two pets—a cat and a dog.

9. Shewon the game—not through luck, but skill.

10. The movie—despite its long runtime—never felt boring.

11. They visited several cities—Paris, London, and Rome—during their trip.

12.My dream vacation—if I ever get the chance—is to visit Fiji.

13. Sarah—an avid reader—has over 500 books in her collection.

14.He was tired—more than that, exhausted.

15. I love two things about winter—snow and Christmas lights.

16. The concert—scheduled for 8 PM—started an hour late.

17. She is a talented singer—no doubt about that.

18. The final score of the game was 3-2—quite a close match!

19. The package—which was delayed—arrived today.

20.I have a meeting at 3 PM—unless it gets canceled.

21.Mary—never one for drama—stayed out of the argument.

22.The main course—chicken alfredo—was delicious.

23.The garden—which is behind the house—is full of flowers.



24. I need to visit two places—the bank and the grocery store.

25.He's not just smart—he's a genius!

26.The prize—$10,000—went to the winner.

27.The hotel—rated five stars—exceeded our expectations.

28.My goal—which is quite ambitious—is to read 100 books this year.

29. I can't decide between two colors—red or blue.

30.The show—though it was popular—ended after one season.

31. They aremoving to a new city—specifically, Chicago.

32.The tour—which is three hours long—covers the entire museum.

33. It's not just about the money—it's about the principle.

34.My hobbies include reading—mostly fiction—and painting.

35.The meeting—originally scheduled for Tuesday—has beenmoved to

Thursday.

36.The weather today is unpredictable—sunny one moment and rainy the

next.

37. The game—which was hyped up for weeks—was a disappointment.

38.He doesn't just like coffee—he's obsessed with it!

39.The main attraction of the park—the roller coaster—was closed for

maintenance.

40.She is planning a trip to Asia—Japan, to be precise.

41. The novel's protagonist—Mark—undergoes a significant

transformation.

42.His choice of attire—a suit and sneakers—always catches attention.

43.She—with her boundless enthusiasm—lights up any room she enters.

44.The city's most popular diner—The Morning Cafe—serves the best

pancakes.

45. I've only been to Europe once—during college.

46.She has a phobia—specifically of spiders.

47.The painting—though not famous—held a personal significance for

him.

48.Our cat—whomwe namedWhiskers—loves to play with yarn.



49. It was an unexpected victory—especially for the underdogs.

50.He's passionate about two things—music and travel.

51. The CEO—who is retiring next year—gave a touching speech.

52.She doesn't eat meat—only on rare occasions.

53. The recipe calls for a few ingredients—flour, eggs, and milk.

54.My brother—who never studied—aced the test.

55. The festival—celebrated every spring—draws thousands of visitors.

56.The main ingredient—chocolate—wasmissing from the cake.

57. Shewanted to travel—specifically to tropical islands.

58.He's not just good at soccer—he's a prodigy.

59.The match ended in a tie—2-2.

60.I love the city's vibes—both its hustle and its calm corners.

61. Shemade a promise—a promise she intended to keep.

62.The building—once a palace—now serves as a museum.

63. I have two wishes—a peaceful life and good health.

64.His reaction—though subtle—revealed his true feelings.

65.Shewas late—not just by a fewminutes, but by hours.

66.The primary colors—red, blue, and yellow—are essential for painters.

67.The forest—silent and mysterious—hidesmany secrets.

68.He holds two positions at the company—CEO and Chairman.

69.My dream car—a vintage Mustang—is up for auction.

70.The best part of the trip—the safari—exceeded all our expectations.

71. I've been to many countries—Italy being my favorite.

72.The mountain peak—covered in snow—lookedmajestic.

73.She harbors a secret—a secret from her past.

74.The game's highlight—a last-minute goal—had everyone cheering.

75.He's obsessed with two things—books and coffee.

76.The conference—scheduled to last two days—wrapped up early.

77.My favorite fruit—mango—is in season.

78.The castle—though in ruins—tells a tale of its glorious past.

79.He's a man of few words—a trait I admire.



80.The movie's climax—a twist I didn't see coming—leftme in shock.

81. The announcement—unexpected and shocking—left everyone in

disbelief.

82.The concert's main act—a renowned pianist—playedmesmerizing

melodies.

83.He doesn't believe in shortcuts—only hard work.

84.The main attraction of the town—the old lighthouse—stands tall by the

sea.

85.She's proficient in multiple languages—Spanish and French being her

strongest.

86.The library's rare collection—a gift from the mayor—attracts scholars

from around the world.

87. I have two pets—a cat and a dog.

88.The mystery novel's ending—a cliffhanger—had readers eagerly waiting

for the sequel.

89.The painting—colorful and vibrant—captures the essence of spring.

90.Shewas torn between two choices—to stay or to go.

91.His latest invention—a solar-powered gadget—aims to revolutionize the

industry.

92. Iwas taken by surprise—not just by the news but by how it was

delivered.

93.The chef's special dish—lobster bisque—sells out every evening.

94.He's an expert in ancient civilizations—Greece and Rome in particular.

95.The best part of the resort—the infinity pool—offers stunning views of

the sunset.

96.The team—understaffed and overworked—still managed to meet the

deadline.

97.The conference's keynote speaker—a Nobel laureate—shared insights

on global peace.

98.I'm a fan of two genres—jazz and blues.

99.The sculpture—crafted in bronze—depicts a warrior in battle.



100. She's passionate about conservation—especially when it comes

to marine life.
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